Platelet storage lesion: a new understanding from a proteomic perspective.
Platelet storage and availability for the purposes of transfusion are currently restricted by a markedly short shelf life of 5 to 7 days owing to an increased risk of bacterial growth and storage-related deterioration called the platelet storage lesion. Because most bacteria grow to confluence within 5 days during storage at room temperature, there is little increased risk of bacterial overgrowth with testing in place, and the only remaining issue is the quality of platelets during the extended storage. Although the manifestations of the storage lesion have been well studied using a variety of in vitro measures, the precise biochemical pathways involved in the initiation and progression of this process have yet to be identified. Proteomics has emerged as a powerful tool to identify and monitor changes during platelet storage and, in combination with biochemical and physiologic studies, facilitates the development of a sophisticated mechanistic view. In this review, we summarize recent experimental work that has led to a detailed overview of protein changes linked to platelet functions and signaling pathways, providing potential targets for inhibitors to ameliorate the storage lesion.